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To reason formally you must know how to express your ideas in the formalism of the system
you are using. In this book, we use the ACL2 system, which is a simple dialect of the Lisp
programming language. Thus, it is important that you learn how to express yourself in this
Lisp. We teach you that in this part of the book by presenting ACL2 as a programming
language. A prerequisite for understanding this chapter is that you have some programming
background, but you need not know Lisp. If you do know Lisp, we recommend that you skim
this chapter quickly, confirming that the examples make sense and noting our terminology.
Most programmers who have come across the Lisp programming language probably remember it most for its peculiar parenthesis-laden syntax. To sum the values of the two
variables x and y, the Lisp programmer writes (+ x y), while virtually everybody else in
the world writes x+y. Where the C programmer might write 8*f (x, a+3), and the mathematician might write 8f (r,a*3), the Lisp proglammer would write (* 8 (f x (+ a 3) ) ).
It is easy to get from traditional notation to Lisp: eliminate infix (by introducing function
applications), move the parentheses in front of the function symbols, and eliminate the
commas.
Despite this verbose syntax, Lisp is one of the oldest programming languages still in
everyday use. This is not because there is a lot of "legacy code" maintained in Lisp. Most
(sfrom
Lisp code running today w:r,sprobably written in the past few years and was written
scratch." Lisp is still the language of choice for many applications in artificial intelligence,
for which it was first designed. The reason is that it is extra.ordinarily easy to build systems
in Lisp, to get them to run, and to experiment with modifications to the code. In short, Lisp
is probably the best rapid prototyping language in the world today and has been since it was
invented by John McCarthy in 1959 [28]. Many important features of other programming
languages, e.g., optimizing compilers, iterative forms, flexible typing systems, functional
programming, declarative programming, and object oriented programming, were invented
or first extensively explored in Lisp-based systems.
Part of the reason for Lisp's successin this arena is its peculiar syntax. Data structures in
Lisp are written in the same parenthesis-laden notation mentioned above. Put a quote rhark
in front of a Lisp program and you have a Lisp data object that you can manipulate easily
with another Lisp program. This rnakes it convcnicnt to extend the language. Furtherrnore,
because Lisp provides a garbage collector, the programmer thinks in terms of objects rather
than pointers or addresses.
In the first three decades after Lisp was invented, many different varieties were developed,
including Maclisp [30], Interlisp [41], and Zetalisp [31]. In 1984, Guy Steele,in cooperation
with the community of Lisp users and developers, described Common Lisp [39], a variant
of Maclisp which standardized features found useful in various Lisp dialects. The second
edition of the Common Lisp reference manual, [40], is now the de facto standard for Lisp.
The ACL2 programming language is in fact an extension of a non-trivial subset of Common Lisp. The subset contains none of the Common Lisp features that involve side effects,
e.9., global variables and destructive modification of data. That is, ACL2 focuses on the
funct'ional or applicatiue or side-effectfree subset of Common Lisp.
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In this book we use the word "function" the way mathematicians do: a function is a
map from a domain to a range. If a function, /, is defined on some input, n, then its value
i s w r i t t e nf ( n ) o r , i n L i s p , ( f n ) . I f / i s d e f i n e d o n n , t h e n e v e r y t i m e / i s a p p l i e d t o n i t
returns the same result. For example, applying the factorial function to 5 always produces
the same result, namely 120.
This need not be true of "functions" in programming languages that permit side-effects.
could be defined to be 120, except when it is evalIn Java, for example, factorial(S)
it returns the local time of day. In such a
occasion
uated for the 25th time, upon.which
==
qould actually evaluate to
factorial(5)"
setting the Java expression "factorial(5)
lhe
25th
one
and
the
local time then is not
to
be
(because
happens
false
one of the calls
120).
ACL2 "functions" are functions and that explains the sensein which ACL2 focuses on
a subset of Common Lisp: we deal only with Common Lisp functions. We throw out, for
example, the Common Lisp programs for destructively manipulating arrays, property lists,
and files. To make ACL2 a useful programming language we must provide some efficient
functional analogues of these facilities. Thus, we add to our subset of Common Lisp some
ACL2 functions for manipulating arrays, property lists, and files. These ACL2 functions are
truly functions. For example, ACL2 functions that write files take an explicit "state object"
as an argument and instead of modifying their arguments they return a new explicit state.l
Some Common Lisp functions are only partially defined. For example, the Common
Lisp reference manual [40] does not specify the behavior of the addition function, +, when
it is applied to non-numeric arguments. But ACL2 functions are total: they are defined on
all inputs. When an ACL2 function is applied to arguments that are outside the domain
of the corresponding Common Lisp function, some particular value is computed, usually by
"defaulting" the "bad" arguments to "good" ones. F'or example, addition of non-numeric
constants such as (+ t ni1) is undefined in Common Lisp (and signals an error in most
implementations), but in ACL2 (+ t nil) is defined to be 0 and, indeed, returns 0 if
evaluated in ACL2.2 ACL2 and Common Lisp agree where Common Lisp is defined. The
guard3 feature of ACL2 allows us to characterize the intended domain of a function and to
prove theorems that show that a function or expression is compliant with Common Lisp.
When an ACL2 function is shown to be compliant with Common Lisp, you know that it is
"well-typed." In addition, ACL2 can often execute such functions faster by relying on the
underlying Common Lisp engine. Thus, guards can be important to the successfulmodeling
of complex systems and we discuss them briefly here (page 42). But in this chapter we use
ACL2 as our execution engine and largely ignore the fact that some Common Lisp functions
are partial.
In this chapter we introduce the functional subset of Common Lisp supported by ACL2.
The Common Lisp reference manual, [40], is an excellent source book for the full language and is available online at the following URL: http://vwn.cs.cmu.edu/afslcs.ai/htn]-/ cLtI/ c1m/c]:m.htnI. The online documentacnu. edu,/proj ectlai-repository/
tion for ACL2 contains additional material, both informal and formal. Please refer to these
sources of information for the details omitted below.
We do not try to teach you how to use Lisp efficiently. We do not try to explain the
ACL2 "state object" or how to use ACL2's functional facilities for arrays; property lists, and
file input/output. These topics are explained in the ACL2 documentation. For the present
purposes we are interested only in teaching you how to define simple recursive functions on
lunder the hood there is truly a file being written, and no "state" object is actually constructed.
ACL2 maintains an applicative semantics. See the online documentation for state and stobj.
2 See set-guard-checking.
3R""a-[th"co''*''ti.o''thutwordsunderlinedintypewriterfontaretopicsintheACL2onlinedocumentation.
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lists and numbers. To use ACL2 to model computational systems, to write specifications,
or to state conjectures you must master recursive definition. Furthermore, you will find
that even in sophisticated applications, such simple definitions form the bulk of your ACL2
programming.
If you find it helpful to try things out as you read, we recommend that you read Appendix A before reading this chapter.

3.1

Basic Data Types

ACL2 supports five disjoint kinds of data objects, each of which is illustrated below.a
0 numbers: O) -L23, 22/7, #c(2 3)
I characters:#\A, #\a, #\$, #\Space
0 strings: "This is a string. "
s y m b o l s :n i 1 , x - p o s , s m i t h : : x - p o s
c o n s e s(:L . 2 ) , ( a b c ) , ( ( a . 1 ) ( b . 2 ) )
Here is an informal description of the logical construction of the numbers. The nonnegative integers (i,.e.,the naturals) are built from 0 by the successorfunction. The negative
integers are built from the naturals by the negation function. The rationals are built from
the integers by division. The complex numbers are built from pairs of rationals.
Similarly, a character can be constructed from a natural number (less than 256). A
string can be constructed from a finite sequenceof characters. A symbol can be constructed
fronr two strings, one lauring lhe package of the symbol and the other naming the symbol
within that package. Finally, consesare ordered pai.rsof objects.
Despite this constructive hierarchy, ACL2 encouragesthe view that the numbers, characters, strings, and symbols are "atomic" objects (by referring to objects of those types as
"atoms"). With the exception of arithmetic on numbers, most ACL2 programs tend to pass
atoms around and compare them, without delving into their structure. For that reason we
give short shrift to the structure of atoms in this introduction.
Every ACL2 object can be written down and used as data in ACL2 programs.

3.1-.1 About Atoms
Numbers are generally written in base 10. No decimal point is ever written. Rationals are
either integers or are written in the form of fractions. Here are some examples of rationals:
0, -77, r23, t/3, 22/7.
There are many different ways to write any given number. For example, 123 may also
+723, and 456/2. Flactions are reduced internally to lowest terms.
be written 0t23, OO1.23,
The complex number 3*5i is written #c (3 5) . The real and imaginary parts of a complex
number are always rationals. #c(3 0) is 3.
Binary octal, and hexadecimal notation are supported. 1 2 3 m a y b e w r i t t e n # b 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 ,
#o1,73, and #x7b. The negative rational -2l5 could be written #b-10/101. Alphabetic
characters in the notation may be capitalized.
"The real numbers have been added to a modification
I{aufmann in the courpaniol volune, f221.

of ACL2.

See the contributions

by Gamboa and
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Character objects are ACL2 objects representing the 256 ASCII characters. The object
'A' is written #\A. Its Iower case counterpart is #\a. Signs,
representing an upper case
punctuation, and digit characters are written analogously. "Whitespacet' characters have
names that are spelled out: #\Space, #\Tab, and #\Newline.
t hi e r e ! " , a n d a r e w r i t t e n b y e n c l o s i n g
Stringsarefinitesequencesofcharacters,€.g.,"H
the desired sequencein "double quotation marks". To include a double quotation mark in
a string, precede it with a backslash.
Symbols are objects like strings but with a richer structure. Symbols are composed of
two parts: a package name and a symbol name. Both are strings. The symbol with package
name "SMITH" and symbol name "ABC" is written SMITH::ABC.Note that unlike strings,
symbols have no delimiters (quote marks or otherwise).
ttin" the packagenamed
"SMITH", or more succinctlS
We say the symbol SMITH: :ABCis
in the package SMITH. Packages that are not built-in must be declared in advance with
defpkg.
Because of the absence of delimiters, the strings naming packagesand symbols must
satisfy certain syntactic requirements to allow unambiguous parsing. Let us say a string
is "simple" if it begins with an upper case alphabetic character, contains only upper case
alphabetic characters, digits, and signs other than the backslash,vertical bar, and hashmark
(*), and contains no punctuation (colon, comma, dof, quote marks, or parentheses) or
whitespace. A "simple symbol" is one in which both the package and symbol names are
simple strings and the package name is not "KEYWORD".When parsing a simple symbol,
the double colon ends the package name (and is not part of it) and the first non-simple
character ends the symbol name (and is not part of it). Lower case characters encountered
while parsing a simple symbol are automatically converted to upper case. Thus SMITH:: ABC,
Smith::Abc, and smith::abc are three ways to write the same simple symbol. We tend
to write symbols in lower case except when they are the first word of a sentence,where we
capitalize them.
Symbols are parsed with respect to a user-selected "current package." Suppose the
current packageis named "SMITH". Then symbol smith::abc could be written simply abc.
When a package name is omitted, the current package is used by default. Unless otherwise
noted, the current packagein this book is named "ACL2". Thus, when we refer to the symbol
car, say, we mean ACL2: :CAR.
ttBoolean symbols" and are
Two commonly used symbols are t and nil. These are the
used to denote true and false in ACL2. However, all ACL2 primitive conditional and propositional operators test against niI. Any object other than nil may serve as an indicator of
tttruth." When we say some test "is truett we mean that the value returned is not nil. The
symbol t is just a convenient choice.
Symbols with package name "KEYW0RD"are called keyword,s.Keywords are not simple'
symbols. Keywords may be written by preceding the symbol narne by a single colon. Thus,
and
while abc is a simple symbol in package LCL2, :abc is a keyword in package KEYWORD
could be written KEYWORD::ABC.
-exarriple,
the symbol lHi paI ! I ,
It is possible to write other non-simple symbols. For
which is in the current package, has a name starting with an upper case "H" that includes
whitespace and lower case letters. It is also possible to import symbols from one package into
another so that, for example, smith::car is the same symbol as ac12::car. SeedefPkg.
Exercise 3.1 Whi,chof the utterances below d,enoteACL? atoms? For those that do denote
atoms, 'ind'icatewhether the atom ,is an'integer, rat'ional, compler number, character, string,
or symbol.
1.0.33
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2. *b-710!
3. +L23
4. #b+oot/01!
5. 17012
6. t2E-7
7. #\A
8. #\Unlatt
9. #\Space
10. #\o
-/.1."Error

33"

12. "No such name: r rs m i t h v i l l e

r,',

13. ab
14,

: guestion

JD.

1ry

to.

nil

J T.

ACL2::SETQ

18. A C L 2 : : F 0 0

3.1.2

About Conses

Conses are ordered pairs of objects. They are by far the most commonly used objects in
ACL2. Consesare sometimes called t'lists," "cons pairs," "dotted pairs,ttor ,,binarytrees."
There are many ways to write a given list. This should not be surprising. Consider the
fact that 123, OOO123,
+0123, 246/2, and #b1111011are all ways to write down the same
numeric constant and stylistic considerations determine which form you use. So too with
list constants.
Any two objects may be put together into a cons pair. The cons pair containing the
integer 1 and the integer 2 might be drawn as shown in Figure 3.1(a) or might be .rittel
in cartesian coordinate notation as (t,z). But in ACL2 it is written as (i
z). This
is a single cons object in ACL2 with two integer objects as constituents. The left-hand
constituent is called the car of the pair. The right-hand constituent is called the cdr.5
The tree shown in Figure 3.1(b), which in Cartesian notation is (r,(z,s)), may be written
in ACL2 as (1
(2 . 3) ). Similarly,the tree in Figure 3.1(c), ((1,2),(3,4)),may be written
in ACL2 as ((1
(s
2)
a)). The car of tree (c) is tree (a), i.e., (L . 2), and the
cdr oftree (c) is (3
4).
sThese names are venerable
historical artifacts. They stand for the "contents of the address register,,
and the "contents of the decrement register," and have to do with the original implementation of
LIsp on
the IBM 704.

I
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F*rgure3.1: Sarnebinary trees and linm llsts
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The notation we are using to write list constants is called dot notat'ion It is a straightforward translation of the familiar Cartesian coordinate notation in which parentheses replace
the brackets and a dot (which must be surrounded by whitespace) replaces the comma.
ACL2 has two syntactic rules that allow us to write cons pairs in a variety of ways. The
first rule provides a special way to write trees like that shown in Figure 3.1(d), i.e., the tree
(1
nil). Thistreemaybewrittenas (1). Thatis,if aconspairhasthesymbolnilas
its cdr, you can drop the "dot" and the ni1 when you write it.
The second rule provides a special way to write a cons pair that contains another cons
pair in the cdr: you may drop the dot and the balanced pair of parentheses following it.
Thus (r . (...)) maybewrittenas (r ...). Forexample,thetreeshowninFigure3.l(e)
may be alternatively written in any of the following ways.

(t

(z

(l

(z (3)))
(2 3))

(r
(r

(3

nil)))

3)

It may also be written in many other ways, e.9., (L 2

(3
ni-1) ).
Binary trees that terminate in ni1 on. the right-most branch, such as the trees in Figure 3.1(d-f), are often called.linear lists or true lists. By extension, the symbol nil is also
called a (true) list or, in particular, the empty list, and is sometimes written O. Note that
the empty list is a symbol, not a cons.
The elements of a list are the successivecars along the "cdr chain." That is, the elements
are the car, the car of the cdr, the car of the cdr of the cdr, etc. The elements of the list in
Figure 3.1(e) are !,2, and.3, in that order. There are no elements in the empty list.
Combinations of car and cdr are so common that a naming scheme exists. For example,
thecadr of alististhecarof thecdrandthe caddristhecarofthecdrof thecdr,etc.
If we let r denote the tree (1 2 3), then the car of r is 1, the cdr of r is (2 3), the
cadr of r is 2, the caddr of r is 3, and the cdddr of x is nil.
Of course, the elements of a list may be conses. Consider the tree in Figure 3.1(f). This
list may be written ((A
1) (B . 2) (C . 3)). Its car is the cons pair (A
1), a pair
whose car is the symbol A.
Lists such as the one in Figure 3.1(f) are so common they have a name. They are called
associat'ion lists or al'ists and.are used as keyed tables. The list above associates the key A
with the value 1, the key B with the value 2, etc. Later we show functions for manipulating
alists. Here is another alist.

((uaur

((FrRsr

"John")

(MIDDLE-INITIAL
(LAST

"Smith")

#\L)
) )

(AGE 35)
(HEIGHT-IN-METERS. 24/t3)
(ADDRESS ((STREET . "t4O4 EIn Street")
(CITY
"SalI Lajitas")
(STATE TX)

(zw . 7e834))))
Observe that some of the *values" are themselves alists. Whitespace may be inserted into
the display of a list to improve appearance and readability, as long as it does not destroy
the parsing of the atoms. When the elements of a linear list cannot be displayed on one
line, many programmers "stack" the elements one under the other. This is called "pretty
printing" and involves questions of aesthetics.
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By convention in Common Lisp, the notions of car and cdr are defined also on the atom
nil: the car and cdr of nil is ni1. Beware: this does not mean that nil is produced by
consing niI onto nil!
Exercise 3.2 For each list below, how many elements are in the list? How many distinct
elements?
-1. (A 6 A-6 a "A" #b110 #\A)
2. (NrL O

(NrL) (O))

3. ((A B) (A b) (A

b) (A B

NrL))

'in each of the
follow'ing binary trees?
Exercise 3.3 What is the tength of the longest branch
Also, for each tree, write ilown the li,st of atoms in the leaaes, from leftmost to rightmost.
Does e,ithertree conta'in the same atom tuice as a leaf ? It sometimes helps to draw the tree.
7. ((a b

c)

d)

2. (G b c) 1 2 (3

3.2

4) 5)

Expressions

ACL2 programs af,e composed of erpress'ions, also called terms. While many programming
languages have expressions, statements, blocks, procedures, modules, etc., ACL2 just has
expressions. For convenience we first introduce the notion of a simple expression and later
introduce "special forms" and "macros" that are just abbreviations for simple expressions'

3.2.1

Sirnple Expressions

A si,mple erpression is
o a variable symbol,
I a constant symbol,
0 a constant exPression, or
f the application of a function expression, f , of n arguments, to n simple expressions,
a!,. .. ,ar, written (f ar . . . an).
Comments may be written where whitespace is allowed. A comment begins with a semicolon and ends with the end of the line.
Here is an example expression.
(if (equal date ' (august 14 1989) ) ; Conments are wri-tten
ACL2I"
; like this.
"Happy birthday,
nil)
This expression contains the variable symbol date, the constant symbol nil, two constant
expressions (a list and a string), and two function applications (of the function symbols if
and equal).
To make the definition of a simple expression precise we must define the variable and
constant symbols, the constant expressions, and the function expressions. Technically' these
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concepts depend upon the history of the session. For example, whether something is an
expression or not depends on which functions have been defined. We leave the history
implicit in our discussion here.
What does an expression mean? Given an assignment of ACL2 objects to its variable
symbols, an expression can be eaaluated. The value is always an ACL2 object. In this
discussion,we let the assignment be implicit. The value of an expressionis given recursively
in terms of the values of the subexpressions. We discuss this as we define the syntax more
precisely.
A uariable symbol is a symbol other than a constant symbol (defined below).6 For
example, x, entry, and address-alist
are variable symbols. Variable symbols are given
values by the (implicit) assignment.
A constant symbol is t, ni1, a keyword, or a symbol declared with def const. The
value of t is the ACL2 object t; the value of nil is ni1; the value of a keyword is itself.
Symbols declared with def const have names that start and end with asterisks. The value
of such a symbol is some ACL2 object specified by the def const declaration. For example,
r.standard-chars* is a constant symbol in ACL2. Its value is a certain list of characters.
A constant erpress'ion is a number, a character, a string, or a single quote mark (')
followed by an ACL2 object. In the last case, we call the constant expression a quoted
constant. The value of a number, character, or string is itself. The value of a quoted
constant is the ACL2 object quoted. Thus, 123 and "Error" are constant expressionswith
themselves as their values. 'Monday is a quoted constant whose value is the symbol Monday.
' (August 14 1989) is a quoted constant whose value is a list of three elements, the first of
which is the symbol august.
Note that '123 and "'Error" are quoted constants and have 123 and "Error", respectively, as their values. More generally, when writing numeric, character, and string data
in expressionsthe quote mark is optional. We generally do not quote numbers, characters,
or strings since they evaluate to themselves anyway. But when symbols (other than t and
ni1) are used as data in an expression they must be quoted becauseotherwise they might
be confused with variables. That is, the expression x is a variable whose value is specified
by the context. The expression 'x is a constant expression whose value is the symbol x.
You must write what you mean!
Cons objects must be quoted because otherwise they might be confused with function
applications. We will return to this point in a moment.
The quoted constant 'a may also be written (quote a). The symbol quote is not a
function symbol but a special marker indicating that its "argument" is to be taken literally
rather than treated as an expression.
A funct'ion erpression of n arguments is either a function symbol of n arguments or
a lambda expression of the form (lambda (q . . . u.) body), where the 'r.16
are n distinct
variable names, body is a simple expression,and no variable other than the o4occurs "freely"
in body. The oa are the formal paranTetersof the lambda expression.
An occurrence of a variable symbol u is a free occurcencein expression r if either z is
'u or else r is a function application (f ar ... ar) and the occurrence is a free occurrence
of t, in one of the ai. An occurrence of a variable symbol u is a binding occurrence if the
occuuence is in the formals list of a lambda expression. If an occurrence of a variable in
an expression is neither a free occurrence nor a binding occurrence, we say it is a bound
occurrence.
A variable is free in expression r if there is a free occurrence of it in z. A variable is
bound in an expression r if there is a bound occurrence. It is possible for a variable to be
simultaneouslyfree and bound in an expression,in different occurrencesofthe variable. For
oWe also disallow certain variable symbols in the LISP package, but we will feel free to avoid similarly
obscure restrictions in the remainder of this discussion.
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Figure 3.2: A list constant
example, x is both free and bound in ((lanbda (x) (car x)) (cdr x)). The variable x
occurs three times. The first (reading from left to right) is a binding occurrence,the second
is a bound occurrence, and the last is a free occurrence.
The value of a funct,ion applicat'ion, (f ar . . . an), under a given variable assignment
is described in terms of the values, cr, of the oi under that assignment. How the value is
computed depends on whether / is a primitive (built-in) function symbol, a defined function
symbol, or a lambda expression.
Associated with every primitive function symbol of n arguments is a function of arity
n. Such a function maps every combination of n ACL2 objects to some ACL2 object. For
example, equal is a primitive function symbol of two arguments. The associated function
returns t if its two arguments are the same object and returns nil otherwise. The primitive functions are described by the ACL2 axioms. We informally describe many primitive
functions below. If / is a primitive function symbol with associated function g, then the
value of the primitivefunction application (f ot --- an) is g(c1,... 'cn).
If / is a defined function symbol, then the definition provides / with a formal parameter
I'ist and,abody. The formal parameter list is a list of n distinct variable symbols,'uLt...t
u,. The body is a simple expression. The value of (f ar .. . an) is the value of body wder
the assignment in which each ui has the value c4.
Similarly, if / is a lambda expression, (lambda (ur . . . u-) body), then the value of
(f a, .. . an) is the value of body under the assignment in which o4 has the value c4.
As described above, equal is a primitive function symbol of two arguments. If is a
primitive function symbol of three arguments. The function associated with if returns its
second argument or third argument depending on its first argument. In particular, if the
first is nil, the function returns its third argument; otherwise, it returns its second. The
value of the simple expression
(if (equal date ' (august 14 1989) ) ; Conments are written
"Happy birthday,
nil)

LCL2i"

; like

this.

ACL2I" or elsethe symbol nil, depending on whether
is either the string "Happy birthday,
date is the list (august 14 1989) or not. The
symbol
to
the
variable
the value assigned
tree in Figure 3.2.
question
as
a
binary
is
shown
in
list object
about when to use the single quote mark.
confused
programmers
are
ACL2
Many novice
why not treat list constants
themselves,
to
evaluate
strings
and
If numbers, characters,
just
like
function applications. We
look
can
constants
list
reason
is
that
similarly? The
now return to the question of why we must write single quote marks before list constants.
Reconsider the simple expression above, except remove the single quote mark.
(if

(equal date (august 14 1989))
LCL2I"
"H.ppy birthday,

; Conrnentsare wrj-tten
; like this-
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Note that the value of the subexpression (august 14 1989) in this expression bears no
a pTiori relationship to the similar expression in the earlier example. Here, (august 14
1989) is treated as the application of the function august to the arguments 14 and 1989
and its value is not (necessarily) the tree in Figure 3.2 but is determined by the definition
of the function symbol august.
Two wonderful facts about ACL2 should be noted here. The first is that every expression
is an ACL2 object. For exarnple, we can write a program that operates on the list constant'
'(if

(equal date (august 14 1989))
"Happy birthday, ACL2!"
ni1)

; Conments are written
; like this.

The second is that the symbols used in the syntax, e.g., function and variable names,
oneargument
a r e s y m b o l s .T h e y a r e i n p a c k a g e s . I f s n i t h : : s t e p i s a f u n c t i o n s y m b o l o f
package
named
selects
the
(snith:
A
user
who
"SMITH" as
: step 1) is an expression.
then
(step
SMITHas
as
1).
With
more
simply
expression
package
this
could write
the current
(smith::step
(snith::equal
(step
(equal
is
salne
as
t)
the
1)
package,
the current
1) smith: :t). If package SUITHimports ac1-2z:equal and ac12: :t, this expressionis the
same as (equal (snith: : step 1) t). It is common when defining new packagesto import
all of the primitive function symbols. If programmers Smith and Jones behave analogouslS
each defining his or her own package and selecting it as current, then each can define new
functions, e.g.1 step, and for Smith it will mean smith::step but for Jones it will mean
Thus, the two systems of definitions can be loaded into
a different symbol, jones::step.
a single ACL2 session without conflict. Furthermore, a programmer can refer to either
function by its full name, e.g., snith::steP or jones::steP) regardlessof the current
package.
Exercise 3.4 In the followi,ng, asEu,rnecar and cdr are function symbols of one argument,
equal is a funct'ion symbol of two arguments, and if is a function symbol of three arguments.
For the moment. assun'rethere are no other function sEmbols. Whi'ch of the following are
erpress'ions?
1 .x
2.r
3. '(a b c)

4 . (equa1

(car x) (cdr y))

5. (car x y)
o. (car (equal x y))
(if

(if

a b c)

8.

(car

(a b c))

L

(car

(cdr

b c))

10.

(car

(cdr

car))

1 1 . (equal

(if

12. ((Ia:nbda

"0ne'r

1 (car
(x)

if)

(equal

'tTwo'r)

cdr)
x x))

equal)
(car

a))
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(car x))

'in
Exercise 8.5 For each uariable occurrence the erpress'ionsbelow, say whether the occur'
'is
occurrence.
a free, bound, or bind,ing
rence
1 . x
2. (equal (car x)
3. ((lanbda
4. Gt

(cdr y))

(x y) (equa1 x y))

(car a) (car b))

(equal x y)
((lanbda (x) (equal x 1)) (car a))
(cdr z))

5. ((la:nbda (x y)

'(equal

x y))

(car a) (car b))

6. ( ( l a n b d a ( x ) ( e q u a l x ' x ) ) x )
ry

(if

(x x)
((lambda (x) (equal x 'x))

x)

(x 'x) )

3.2.2

Macros and Special Forrns

Certain constructions are so common that succinct abbreviations have been introduced for
(+ x y z). But
them. For example, it is convenient to be able to write both (+ x y) and
+, must have a
as
they cannot both be simple expressions because function symbols, such
of two
function
a
fixed number of arguments in ACL2. We deal with this by introducing
+
to
be an
above
expression
arguments named binary-+ and then arranging for the first
(binary-+
x
for
abbreviation for (binary-+ x y) and the second to be an abbreviation
(binary-+ y z)).
This ,,arrangement" is made via the rnacro facility of ACL2' Macros are just functions on
ACL2 objects, but the objects are the syntax trees of the expressionsin question. Consider
an object (f obh ... obj-) that is used as an expression but is not a simple expression
because / is a symbol but not a function symbol. R.ather than treat the object as an illformed simple expression, ACL2 determines whether / is defined as a macro. If so, we
call the object a rnacro application. To check whether a macro application is syntactically
well-formed, LCL2 evaluates the function corresponding to the macro symbol f onthe obja
(not on their values but on the objects themselves) obtaining an object, ual, to be used
'uol is the immed'i,ate
as an expression in place of the original macro application. We say
erpans'ion of (f objr . . . obin) Objects built up from simple expressions and macro applications are called erpressions.
To every expression there corresponds a simple expression obtained by repeatedly expanding
all the macro applications involved, outside-in, until there are none left. That simple expression is called the erpansion or translat'ion of the expression. The value of an expression
is the value of its expansion.
erpr2" to mean that erprl and erpr2 expand to iderrtical
We write ""*prr. #Ssn
simple expressions. We have subscripted the arrow with "^Syn" (for "Syntactic") to help
remind you that this is not logical implication or equivalence but a relationship between
expressionsin the syntax.
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becomes ( (lanbda (or . .. an r) bod'y) or . . . an *). Thus, you may write lambda expressions and, more commonly, let and let* expressions, that involve variables other than
the lanbda formals.
You can see how a special form expands in ACL2 by using the : trans command.
ACL2):trans

(+ r y z)

(BINARY-+X (BINARY-+Y Z))
=>*
The ACL2 > above is ACL2's prompt. Its format depends on ACL2's mode. After the
prompt is a user-supplied command. In this case, the user typed ":trans (+ x y z)"
followed by a return. ACL2 printed the rest' The binary-+ expression is the expansion of
(+ x y z). The ((=) *" indicates that the expression returns one result. We talk about
"multiple values" later. For mole on how to interact with ACL2, see Appendix A.
by the following specialforms. Check
Exercise 3.6 Write the simple erpression abbreu'i,ated
:trans.
us'ing
erpans'ions
Eour
-1. (cond ((equal op 'incrmt) (+ x 1))
((equal op 'double) (* x 2))

(t o))
2. (Let ((x 1)
(y x))
(+ x y))
Exercise 3.7 Write the cond.erpression of Erercise 3.6 as o case statement.
Exercise 3.8 Supposethe Let erpress'ionof Erercise 3.6 is eualuatedin a contert in which
x has the ualue 3. What i,s the result? Now replace the let with Let"*. What is the
erpans'ion? What i.s the result in that same contert?

3.3

Primitive Functions

In this section we describe very briefly many of the primitive functions of ACL2. Some
of the "functions" below are actually macros. For complete documentation see the ACL2
manual.
Description
Boolean
(andp1 p2 ...)
Logical conjunction operator
(or p1 p2 ...)
Logical disjunction operator
(irrplies p q)
Logical implication
(not p)
Logical negation
(lff p q)
Logical equivalence
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Arithrnetic
(ac12-numberp x)
(integerp x)
(rationalp x)
(complex-rationalp
(zerop x)
(zip x)
(zp x)
(<ry)
(<= x y)
(>xy)
(>= x y)
(+ x1 x2 ... )
(* x1 x2 ... )
(-xy )
(- x)
(/ xy)
(1- x)
(1+ x)
(numerator r)
(denominator r)
(realpart c)
(inagpart c)
(complex

r

x)

i)

Characters
(characterp
(char-code
(code-char

x)
char)
n)

Strings
(stringp x)
(char

str

n)

(coerce str 'list)
(coerce charlist'stri-ng)
(length str)

Description
Recognizer for any type of
ACL2 number
Recognizer for integers
Recognizer for rationals
Recognizer for complex numbers
X:0
L: 0 or x is not an integer
X.: 0 or x is not a natural
Less than relation
Less than or equal relation
Greater than relation
Greater than or equal relation
Addition
Multiplication
Subtraction
Arithmetic negation
Division
Decrement by 1
Increment by 1
Numerator of a rational
Denominator of a rational
Real part of a complex
Imaginary part of a complex
Make cornpfex number with
rational components
Description
Recognizer for character objects
Convert character to integer
Convert integer to character
Description
Recognizer for string objects
Nth c-haracter
Convert string to a list of chars
Convert list of chars to string
Length of a string (or list)

Description
Syrnbols
(symbolp x)
Recognizer for symbols
(symbol-name syn)
Name (string) of symbol
(symbol-package-nane s1m)
Package (string) of symbol
( int ern- in-package-of -s1mbo1 str psyn)
Symbol with name str in the
same package as ps1rn
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Cons Pairs and Lists
(consp x)
(cons x y)
(car pair)
(cdr pair)
(endp x)
(atom x)
(1ist x1 ... xn)
(listl x1 ... xn z)
(caar
(cadr
(cdar
(cddr

pair)
pair)
pair)
pair)

(cddddr pair)
( a p p e n dx 1 x 2 . . . )
(mernber-equal x lst)
(assoc-equal x alist)
(nth n lst)
(length Ist)
(1en l-st)
(true-listp
x)

Reasoning:
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Description
Recognizer for ordered pairs
Construct an ordered pair
First component of a pair
Second component of a pair
Recognizer for non-pairs
Recognizer for non-pairs
Linear list of n objects
List of n objects with z as
the "last" cdr
Car of the car
Car of the cdr
Cdr of the car
Cdr of the cdr
Cdr of the cdddr
Concatenate linear lists
Check for membership
Lookup in an alist
Nth element of a list (0-based)
Length of a list (or of a string)
Length of a list
Recognizer for linear lists

There are efficiency issues, often quite minor but not always, that are not addressed
in the table above. For example, endp is logically the same function as atom, but endp
has a guard specifying its argument to be a cons or nil, while atom has no expectations
on its argument. Some Common Lisp implementations may execute endp more efficiently
than atom. Also not discussed in the table above are equality predicates. We have already
mentioned the function equal, which returns t if its two axguments have the same value,
else ni1. But there are other functions for testing equality, each of which is logically the
same as equal, and is potentially more efficient than equal, but has guards restricting the
types of arguments to which it may be applied. The function eq can be used when at least
one argument is a symbol; the function eql can be used when at least one argument is a
number, symbol, or character; and the functions = and int= may be applied to pairs of
numbers and to pairs of integers, respectively. With this variety of equality tests, it is not
surprising that there are logically equivalent primitive functions that use different equality
tests. For example, assoc, assoc-equa}, and assoc-eq are all logically the same function,
but assoc uses eql for its equality tests while assoc-equal uses equal and assoc-eq uses
eq. We mention all these variations in order to acquaint the reader with their existence,
but suggest that those new to ACL2 take a relaxed attitude towards the choice of primitive
function where such efficiency considerations are concerned.
Exercise 3.9 Wri,te down an ACL? erpression formaliz'ing the phrases below.
1. tw'ice the sum of * and y
2. the car of the cdr of r
3. r'isy
l. r i,s a non-'integer rational number
5. r is a symbol in the paclcageSMITH
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3.4

The Read-Eval-Print

Loop

ACL2 presents itself to the user as a "read-eval-print loop." That is, it repeatedly reads
an expression from the user, evaluates it, and prints the result. ACL2 prompts you for
the next input by printing the prompt "LCL2 >". The prompt tells you the name of the
current package and the mode. ACL2's mode determines, among other things, how ACL2
deals with function applications on "unexpected" inputs. The expressionstyped into the
read-eval-print loop are called top-leuel expressions. Top-leuelerpressions in ACL2 are not
allowed to conta'in unbound aariable symbols.
Evaluating expressions is a good way to check your understanding ofthe language. Here
is how one interaction looks.
ACL2l>G 2 2)
4
Note that the value is printed on a new line, immediately below the form. In Figure 3.3
we show some other examples of top-level input, in a more compact form. Examples 12 and
13 illustrate that fractions are always reduced. Examples 16 and 27 illustrate that indexing
is 0-based. Example 19 illustrates that the symbol LISP::CAR is imported into the ACL2
package.
For more information on ACL2's read-eval-print loop, see Appendix A.

3.5

Useful ACL2 Programrning

Comrnands

Here are the commands used most commonly when programming in ACL2. Note that because keywords evaluate to themselves they are not very interesting as top-level expressions.
Thus, ACL2's read-eval-print loop gives special significance to input that begins with a keyword, known as a keyword command. See the online documentation for more about these
commands. See also keyword-conmands.
Definitions
( d e f p k gp k g ' ( s t . . .

s"))

(def const *sArnt< 'const)
(defmacro f args body)
(defun f (at ... u.) body)
(mutual-recursion
(defun ft ...)
(defun f. ...))
(Ld " f i.le")
Modes
:Progrem
: logic
: redef
:set-guard-checking
(in-package pkg)

t/ni1

Description
Define package pkg,
importing symbols sa
Define constant *sAm*
Define macro /
Define tunction /
Define n mutually-recursive
functions

Load a file of definitions
Description
Enter programming mode
Enter logic mode
Allow redefinitions
I'urn guard checking on/off
Select pkg as current package

Computer-Aided
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
77.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
2b.
26.
27.

Top-Level Expression
(andttt)
(not t)
(not ni1)
(integerp 3)
(integerp 1/5)
(rationalp 1/5)
(equal 23 46)
(equal 23 46/2)
(+t234)
G st 2/77)
(+ t/2 #c(t/2 3))
(denominator 25/L5)
(nr:merator 25/tS)
(char-code #\A)
(code-char 66)
(char "Abc" 2)
(synrbol-name'abc)
(syrnbol-package-name'abc)
(synbol-package-name'car)
(intern-in-package-of-s1mbo1
(cons 1 (cons 2 3) )
(car '(1 2
3))
(cdr ,(1 2
3))
(list123)
(Ien ,(a b c))
(append '(t 2) '(a b))
(nth3'(012ab))
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Value
T
NIL
T
T
NIL
T
NIL
T
10
6
#c(1 3)
3
5
65
#\B
#\c
rrABcrl

"ABC" 'car)

"ACL2"
"LISP''
LISP::ABC
( 1 2 . 3 )
1
( 2 . 3 )
( 1 2 3 )
3
(12A B )
A

Figure 3.3: Top-Level input and output for prompt ACL2 !>
History (see also history)
:u
:pbt k
:ubt k
.Pc nanle

3.6

Description
Undo last command
Print back through command /c
Undo back through command k
Print command defining norne

Common Recursions

As noted above, (defun f (at ... un) body) defines the function /. The function has
n formal parameters, 1)!t ... ) IJn, arrd.its value is computed by evaluating body (in an
environment in which the formals are bound to the objects to which the function is applied).
Because ACL2 is not only a programming language but a logic, there are some restrictions
on function definitions that you may find surprising.
'i.e., body may contain no free variables other than
0 "Global variables" are not allowed,
the oa.
7, must have been
0 Any function used in body, other than the one(s) being defined
s several functions to be defiaed simultmeo'sly-
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introduced earlier. Thus, a system of definitions must be presented "bottom up."
I Recursive definitions must be proved to terminate.

We discuss the formal a.spectsof function definition in the next part of this book.
Because of these restrictions, the system may often reject the definitions you invent
in your early experiments with ACL2. While it is not difficult to cope with the first two
restrictions, once you know they are enforced, the third restriction can have a major impact.
Until you learn how termination is proved and how to lead the theorem prover to proofs it
cannot discover by itself, it is best to confine yourselfto certain recursive schemes(or perhaps
even to "turn off" logical processing altogether using :progran). In fact, the commonly used
schemes are so prevalent in ACL2 modeling that it is extremely useful to get to know them
anyway.
Counting Down from a Natural Number:
(defunj (.. n ... )
(if (zp n)
(.. .)
(.. (f ... (- n 1) ...) ...)))
Visiting Elements of a Linear List:
(defun f (... list ... )
(if (endp list)
( .. . )
(...

(car

list)

(f ... (cdr list)

... ) ...)))

Visiting Tips of a Binary Tree:
(defun f (... tree ... )
(if (aton tree)
(...)
(... (f ... (car tree) .. .)
(f ... (cdr tree) ...) ...)))
We illustrate and discuss these three schemes below.

3.6.1

Counting Down

Here is a definition of the factorial function. This example shows how to count down from
some natural number n to 0.
(defun fact (n)
(if (zp n)
7
(*n
(fact (- n 1)))))

; If n is O (or not a natural)
; return 1;
;elsenulti-PlYnbY
; fact of n-1.

If you type (fact 6) as a top-level expression, 72O is returned and printed. (Fact 30)
returns 265252859812191058636308480000000.
'abc)? The answer can be
ACL2 functions are total. So what is the value of (fact
,abc
for n in the body of fact and evaluating. Because the value
derived by substituting
'abc) asatop-level
of (zp,abc) ist,thevalueof (fact 'abc) is1. Ifyoutype (fact
expression after defining f act this way, it will either print an error message or return the
correct logical answel, 1, depending on ACL2's mode. See set-guard-checki.ng.

F-
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Informally we think of Qp n) as answering the question "is n zero?" This would suggest
that (zp n) could be replaced by (equaI n O). But if we made that replacement above,
what would be the value of (fact -1)? It would be undefined becausethe recursion would
not terminate. This would violate the termination condition on definitions and so such a
definition of f act would be rejected. Nonnumeric input raises similar worries and would also
force the programmer to contemplate how the arithmetic operations behave on nonnumeric
data. To make it easy to define total functions that recur by counting down to zero' we
define (zp n) to return t if (e.qual n O) or if n is not a natural number. Using zp to
terminate a recursion towards O means that all "unnatural" arguments are handled as 0 is
handled.
Here we determine if a natural number is even'
(defun even-natp (n)
(if (zp n)
t
(not (even-natp (- n 1)))))
Alternatively, we could have used the definition
(defun even-natp (n)
(if (zp n)
t
(if (equal n 1)
ni1
(even-natp (- n 2)))))
or even
(mutual-recursion
(defun even-natp
(if (zp n)

(n)

f

(odd-natp
(defun odd-natp
(if
(zp n)

(- n 1))))
(n)

nil
(even-natp (- n 1))))).

All three definitions of even-natp are equivalent. But the first is usually the simplest to
manipula,te forrnally' If you type (even-natp 146) the result is t, whereas (even-natp
149) producesniI.
-3 is not a natural. Here is a
Perhaps surprisingly, (even-natP -3) returns t, because
function that recognizeseven integers.
(defun even-intp (n)
(if (< n O) (even-natp 1- n))

(even-natp n)))

The following function computes how many times the positive integer j can be subtracted
from the natural i before reaching Q,'i.e., the integer quotient of i divided by j.
(defun nat-quo (i j)
(if (or (zp i)
(zp j)
(< i j))
0
(+ 1 (nat-quo (- i j)

j))))
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(Nat-quo 21 S) returns 4, (nat-quo 25 5) returns 5, and (nat-quo 3 0) returns 0. The
last result may be surprising. We could have defined division by o to return some other
a,re total, it has to be defined to be something and it was
result, but since ACl?functions
convenient here to let the base case of the recursion specify the value.
Exercise 3.lO Define the F,i,bonacci
function, (f ib n) , so that on successiaeinteger ualues
1, 7, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ""
returns
the
of n start'ing at O,
function
Exercise 3.LL DeJine (pascal i I to be the binomial coefficient, (i), i.".' so that it
returns the jth entry in the lth row of "Pascal's triangle,"
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Linear Lists

This function sums the elements of a linear list (or true list)'
(defun sr:m-1ist (x)
(if (endp x)
0
(+ (car x) (sum-list (cdr x)))))
'(1 2 abc 4))
(Sun-1ist ' (t 2 3 4)) evaluatesto 10. Perhapssurprisingly,(sum-list
t (! 2 3
'abc
(sum-list
+.
Also,
is coerced to 0 by
evaluates to 7. The non-number
termination
in
the
endp
4) ) evaluates to 6; the list is coerced to a true-list by the use of
check. Naively, (endp x) checks whether x is the empty list, nil, but actually it checks
whether x is any atom.
This function determines whether e is an element of a linear list.
(defun nem (e x)
(if (endp x)
nil
(if (equal e (car x))
t
( m e me ( c d r x ) ) ) ) )
2 abc 4))evaluatestonil.
( M e mr a b c , ( 1 2 a b c 4 ) ) e v a l u a t e s t o t a n d ( m e m ' x y z ' ( 1
is
an
atom'
Note that (nen 2 23) evaluates to nil because 23
This function determines the position (if any) at which e first occurs in a linear list.
(defun mempos (i e x)
(if (endp x)
nil
(i.f (equal e (car x))

C

C
J
J

i
( m e m p o s( + 1 i )

e (cdr x)))))

(Mempos0'abc'(12abc4))evaluatesto2;(menPosQ'xyz'(12abc4))evaluates to niI.
the first element of x that is bigger than n or
This function inserts n immediately before
at the end.
(defun insert (n x)
(cond ((endP x) (list n))
((< n (car x)) (cons n x))
(t (cons (car x) (insert n (cdr x))))))
7) and (insert 2 ni1)evaluatesto
( I n s e r t 3 ' ( O ! 2 5 7 ) ) e v a l u a t e s t o( O 1 2 3 5
(2).
y'
Exercise 3.12 Define(subset xy)toreturntiJeueryelementolxi'sanelementof
anil nIL, otherwise.
of
a list wi'th the property that e is an element
Exercise 3.L3 Defi,ne (un x y) to return 'i,s
x
neither
i'f
nloreouer'
y,
and,
of
an element
,is an element of x or e
the list iff either e
elements'
x y) has no d'uplicate
nor y has d'upl'icateelements then 6n
of
a li,st with the property that e is an element
Exercise 3.14 Define (int x y) to return
an element ol y '
ie list iff e is an ilement of x and e is
'is an element
a list with the property that e
Exercise 3.I5 Def,ne (dif f x y) to return
i'snot an element of y '
of the tist i'ff e is an element of r and' e
reuerse
the list containing the elements of x i'n the
Exercise 3.L6 Define (rev x) to return
(
d
a
)
'
b
c a
'(a b a c d)) shouldreturn
o r d ' e r .F o r e r a m p L e , ( r e v
alist containi'ngthe elements of x i'n ascend'ing
Exercise 3.17 Define (isort t) to return
'(4 1 0 9 7 4))
For erample, (isort
ord,er. you mag assurne ,i,s a list of numbers.
s h o u l d , r e t u r n( o 1 4 4 7 9 ) '

3.6.3

BinarY Tlees

tree'
This function sums the tips of a binary
(defun sun-tiPs (x)
(if (atom x)
x
(+ (sr:m-tiPs (car x) )
(sum-tiPs (cdr x)))))
( S r : m - t i p s , ( ( 1 2 ) ( s . 4 ) ) ) e v a l u a t e s t o l 0 a ' r r d ( s r r m - t i . p s 2 3 ) t o 2 3 . replaces
whenever it finds one equal to old it
This function visits the tips of tree x and
it by the tree new.
(defun rePlace-tiPs (old
(if (aton x)
(if (equal x old)
(cons (replace-tips
(rePlace-tiPs

nen x)
new x)
old new (car x))
old new (cdr x)))))
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(
(
(
(

I

I
I

Ft

Ft
D
F
D
FE
tt
D
Ff
F
Ft
p
TT

ftf
Ft

tt
tt
p
Ft
p
tt
It
ftt
D
It
ftt
D
b
T'
T'

t

(3
(Replace-ti.ps2'(7 8)'((L.2)
(S
2)))evaluatesto((1 (7
8))
(Z
.
. 8) ) ). If you try this evaluation in ACL2 you will see that the result prints differ8). Perhaps surprisingly, (replace-tips
ently, but it is the same tree, ((t Z . 8) 3 7
'
h
i
'
(
n
i
I
(
h
i
hi) because'(nil 1 2) abbreviates'(nil 1 2
1 2
nil
1 2)) returns
. nil).
x) to return the li,st of tips of the bi,nary tree x, in the
Exercise 3.18 Define (flatten
' ( (a
order in which they are encountered 'i,na left-to-right sweep. For erample, (f latten
. U)
c)) should return (a b c).
Exercise 3.19 Define (swap-tree x) to return the m'ircor image of the b'inary tree x. The
(b
a)).
b)
c) is (c
m'irrorimage of ((a
Exercise 3.2O Define (depth x) so that'it returns the length of the longest branch 'in the
binary tree x.
Exercise 3.2L Consi,derthe notion of a "path" down a binary tree to a giuen subtree. Let
a path be giuen by a li,st of L's and D's 'ind'icat'ingwh'ich way you should go at each cons.
The length of the path indicates how many steps to take to reach the subtreein question. For
(2 . 2))
3) zs (A D D) . Define the function
erample, the path to the second2 in ((7
(subtree p x) to retumt the subtree at the end of path p 'in tree x.
p new x) to replace the subtree at
Exercise 3.22 Define the funct'ion (replace-subtree
the end of path p with the subtree nes 'in tree x. See Erercise 3.21.

3.7

Multiple Values

It is sometimes useful for a function to compute and return multiple results. Here is a
function that scans the tips of a binary tree once and returns two results: the number of
symbols among the tips and the number of strings arnong the tips. In the definition below
we use cond instead of the simpler if . This is merely stylistic.
(defun classify-tips
(cond ((aton x)

(x)

((synbolp
x) (nv 1 0))
( (stringp
x) (mv 0 1))
(nv o o))))
(t
(mv-let
(syns1 strsl)

(cond

I'

lr

4l
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(t

(car x) )
(classify-tips
(mv-Iet (syns2 strs2)
(classify-tips
(cdr x))
(nv (+ s1ms1 syms2)
(+ strsl strs2)))))))

b
I'
D
b
!D

o (nv er ...

TI

(or . .. un) res body), evaluates res, obtaining a vector of exactly n re0 (nv-let
sults, binds the u; to the successiveresults, and evaluates bodgrunder that assignment.

b
b
b

ID
II

The two key forms for dealing with multiple values are:
en) evaluates the e6 and returns a vector of the n, results.

a
J
J
J
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Syntactic restrictions insure that if a function returns n results along one output path
it returns n results along all paths. The number of results a function returns is called
its multiplicitg. An mv-let expression binding n, variables must have a reE expression of
multiplicity n. If an expression of multiplicity n is evaluated at the top-level, a list of the n
results is printed.8
Exercise 3.23 Define (deep-tip x) so that'i,t returns a tip (leaf) of the binary tree x with
'((a . b)
the property that the tip occurs marimally deep in the tree. Thus, (d'eep-tiP
. c)) might return a or might retuin b (both occur at depth 2), but it would not return c,
which occurs at d,epth1.

3.8

Guards and Type Correctness

Lisp is syntactically untyped. But the Common Lisp standard [40] specifies the intended
domain of each Lisp primitive. Common Lisp functions are undefined outside their intended
domain. What they do when evaluated "out thete" is up to the implementation. For
example, it is legal to write (+ t 3) in Common Lisp; the standard does not define its
value, but most implementations cause an error when the expression is evaluated.
All ACL2 functions are total: functions may be applied to arbitrary arguments. The
ACL2 axioms specify the value returned by each Lisp primitive on every possible input.
That is, we have "completed" the Common Lisp specification by defining the primitives
everywhere. But ACL2 has built into it the "intended domains" of the primitives, and,
when expressions are evaluated, ACL2 checksthat the computation stays within the intended
dornains of the functions conccrncd and signals an error otherwise (if guard checking mode
is turned on, which it is by default or with :set-gqarg eheetring)'
The intended domain of a function is specified by its guard. For example, the guard
of the factorial function, fact, defined above, could be that n must be a natural number.
ACL2 permits you to specify the guard using decla,rations (page 45)'
If you apply a function outside the domain specified by its guard, an error is signalled
as a ,,courtesy." The function i,s defined euerywhere. If you wish to ignore the guards and
compute according to ACL2's axioms, turn guard checking off with the keyword command
: set -guard-checking nil.
Gu,ard,ueTification is the process of proving theorems that establish that a given function
respects the guards of all of the functions used in its body. Such a function is said to be
Common Lisp compliant and the concept lifts from functions to expressions. Common Lisp
compliant ACL2 expressions evaluate to the same values as in any Common Lisp (with the
appropriate files loaded).
Common Lisp compliant ACL2 functions and expressions are "well-typed." Evaluation
never ventures outside the intended domains of the concerned functions. In addition, when
a function has been shown to be compliant it can often be executed faster, because runtime
type checks can be avoided.
Nevertheless, we recommend that you avoid guards and guard verification until you
understand the semantics of ACL2 and how to use the theorem prover. See guard.
8There is an exception to this convention. Certain results of multiplicity
3, called "error triples," are
treated differently by the topJevel printer. When the result (nv flag aal state) is returned to the toplevel a,nd state is ACL2's state object state, the printer prints nothing if tlag is true and prints only
2ol, preceded by a space, otherwise. Within the ACL2 system code, such triples are used to signal error
conditions to their callers; see ld-error-triPles.
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to Macros

As noted earlier, newcomers should not define macros. But once you can define recursive
functions on cons trees, you might experiment with macros.
Macros are like functions except that they operate at the syntactic level. To make the
analogy clear, we summarize functions and macros in parallel terms.
A function definition is of the form (defun f formals bod,y). A function application
is an expression of the form (f o, . . . an), where the oi are expressions. The value of a
function application is computed by binding the formals of / to the values of the o4 and
evaluating the body of /.
A macro definition is of the form (defmacro m formals body). A macro application is
an expressionof the form (rn a1 . . . a, ) . The (first level) expansion of a macro application
is the expression produced by binding the formals of rn to the ai and,evaluating the body
of m.
Observe the key differences:
0 In a function application, the oi are expressions,but in a macro application they need
not be expressions. They are just arbitrary ACL2 objects.
I Function applications have values while macro applications have expansions.
a In function evaluation, the formals are bound to the values of the oa, but in macro
expansion, the formals are bound to the a1 themselves.
a Function bodies produce arbitrary objects while macro bodies must produce expressions.
Roughly speaking, functions map objects to objects while macros map objects (which are
often expressions)to expressions.
Since the expressionsproduced by macros may contain additional macro applications,
they may have to be expanded still further. That is why in defining expressions(page 30)
we say:
Objects built up from simple expressions and macro applications are called
erpressions. To every expressionthere correspondsa simple expressionobtained
by repeatedly expanding all the macro applications involved, outside-in, until
there are none left. That simple expression is called the erpansion or translation
of the expression. The value of an expressionis the value of its expansion.
Here is a simple example of an ACL2 macro definition.
(defmacro cadr (x)
(Iist ,car (list ,cdr x)))
Thus (cadr (rev a)) is a macro application. The expansion of this application is the
e x p r e s s i o n( c a r ( c d r ( r e v a ) ) ) . In the previously introduced notation we could express
this with (cadr (rev a) ) (*ss,
( c a r ( c d r ( r e v a ) ) ) . T h e v a l u eo f ( c a d r ( r e v a ) )
is, by definition, the value of (car (cdr (rev a) ) ), which, of course,depends on the value
of a.
While cadr illustrates how macros are defined and expanded, it does not motivate the
introduction of macros very well becausemuch the same effect could be achieved by defining
the function below.e
(defun cadr (x)
eln some Lisps cadr
is in fact defined as a function rather than as a macro.

(
{
(
(
{
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(car (cdr x)))
Had we done that instead of defining cadr as a macro, then (cadr (rev a) ) would be a
function application, we would not be able to speak of its expansion (nor would be interested
in doing so), and its value for any given assignment to a would be the sa.rneas it would have
been had cadr been defined as a macro.
So why might we want macros?
Suppose you wanted an if-then-else operator that tests equality with 0 instead of inequalandmean: if oevaluates
Thatis,supposeyouwishedtowrite (ifz a 0l)
itywithnil.
try
to
do
this
with
the function definition
You
might
evaluate
evaluate
else
to 0, then
7.
B,
below.
(defun ifz (a b c)
(if (equal a 0) b c))
But this would not work as described because all the arguments to a function are evaluated
before the body is evaluated. Thus (ifz O f (/ 2 0)) would evaluate (/ 2 O), dividing
2 by 0, before it detected that the first argument to the ifz was 0.
However, if you defined the macro
(defnacro ifz
(1ist 'if
(list
b
c))

(a b c)
'equaI a 0)

then (ifz O t (/ 2 O)) <+sun (if (equaI 0 O) 1 (/ 2 O)). By definition, the value
of the former expression is the value of the latter, namely 1, and (/ 2 o) is never evaluated.
To see the one-level expansion of a macro application, use the command : trans 1.
ACL2 >:trarrs]-

(itz

(car

x)

nil

(cadr

x))

(rF (EQUAL(CARX) o) NrL (CADRX))
To see the (full) expansion or translation of an expression, use :trans.
ACL2 >:trans

(i-fz (car r) nil

(cadr r))

(IF (EQUAL(CAR X) 'O)
,NIL
( c A R ( C D Rx ) ) )
= > +
In addition, quotes were introObserve that (cadr x) was translated to (car (cdr r)).
LCL2 always
duced on the constant symbol nil and the numeric constant 0. Internally,
keeps quote marks on constants, but you may write numeric, character, and string constants
without quote marks.
The macro expansion process may not always terminate. The macro
(defmacro macloop (a)
'nacloop a))
(Iist
1) expands to itself, so the expansion process repeats indefinitely. It
is such that (nacloop
is up to you, the prograrnmer, to avoid such loops.
(m ar .. . an) is expanded we said that the
In describing how the macro application
formals of m are bound to the a;. Normally, the formals are bound to successive o; in
sweep and there must be exactly as rnary ai as there are formals in the
a left-to-right
defmacro.
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But the sweep through the formals and the o1 is more complicated because some ((formals" are given special treatment. These symbols are called ampersand,markers in Common
Lisp. These symbols affect how other formals are bound. We explain this in more detail
on page 55. But one ampersand marker, &rest, is used so often that it merits note in this
introduction to ACL2.
Suppose you wish to define a macro that takes an arbitrary number of arguments. That is
done by using a formals list like (&rest args). The "formal" &rest is just an ampersand
marker that means that the next formal, args, should be bound to the list of ali of the
remaining arguments. Below we define expt,r as a macro that takes an arbitrary number of
arguments and expands to a stack of exponents, e.g., (expt* i j k) expands to (expt i
(exptj (exptkl))).
(defmacro expt* (&rest args)
(cond ((endp args) 1)
(t (1ist 'expt (car args)
(cons'expt*

(cdr args))))))

Observe that
(expt* i j k)
FP

slln

(expt i (expt* j
#san
(expt i (expt j
#san
(expt i (expt 3
€san
(expt i (expt j

k) )
(exptr, t) ) )
(expt k (expt*;;;;
(expt k 1))).

The list "function" in ACL2 is really a macro. The expression (list
to (cons a (cons b (cons c niI))). Hereisadefinition.
(defmacro list
(&rest args)
(cond ((endp args) nil)
(t (cons 'cons
(cons (car args)
(cons (cons 'list
nil))))))

a b c) expands

(cdr args))

(Since list is already defined in ACL2 you cannot experiment with this d.efmacro literally,
but you could change both occurrencesof list above to, say my-list and experiment.)
we discuss ampersand markers and give more examples of macros in Chapter 5.

3.10

Declarations

ACL2 permits the use of declarat'ionsin certain expressions.Declarations are used to inform
the Lisp compiler and the ACL2 system about various pragmatic issues. Declarations do not
afect the meaning of an expression. Their use by the compiler is documented in Chapter 9
of [40]. Their use by the ACL2 system is documented in this book and in the online
documentation (see declare).
In ACL2, declarations can only be written in the following contexts: immediately after
the formals in a function or macro definition and immediately after the bound variables in
a 1et, lsl*, or mv-let expression.

46
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Except in three situations, the novice ACL2 prograrnmer will probably not need to use
declarations. The common exceptions are:
0 (declare (ignore ur ... u)) - to declare that the indicated formal parameters or
let, let*, or mv-let variables are intentionally not used in the body of the form. The
declaration should appear immediately after the ignored va,riables are bound.
o (declare (xargs :guard g)) - to decla.re that the guard for a defined function or
macro is the-expression g. The declaration should occur immediately after the formals
of the definition.
a (declare (xargs :measure m)) - to declare the "measure" to be used to prove termination. The declaration should occur immediately after the formals of the definition.
Here, rn is an expression, in the formal parameters of the function, that must always
evaluate to an ACL2 "ordinal" and that must decrease as the function recurs. The
most common measure used is acl2-count, a function of one argument that measures
the "size" of an object. We discuss the notions further on page 71. When a definition
is supplied without a :measure, the system tries to supply one. It looks for a formal,
tr, that is changed in every recursive call and that is tested somewhere on every branch
o),
leading to a recursion. If it finds such a r.r,it guessesthe measure (acI2-count
for the first such u.
Many other keywords are permitted in the xargs declare form. See Ig€1. Multiple keywordsmaybeused, e.g., (declare (xargs :guard I :qeasure rn.)) islegal. Ignoreand
xargs may be used in the same declaration, e.9., (declale (ignore x) (xargs :measure
m)).
Below we declare the guard for fact: its intended domain is the non-negative integers.
We also declare the measure to use in its admission. The measure declaration is unnecessary
in this case, since the system "guesses" this measure(defun fact (n)
(declare (xargs :guard (and (integerp n) (<= 0 n))
:measure (acl2-count n)))
(if (zp n)
1
(* n (fact (- n 1)))))

t
I

4
Programming Exercises

We strongly suggest that you work these exercises, especially if you are not familiar with
ACL2 or you are not completely comfortable with recursive definition. Solutions can be
found on ACL2's home page; just follow the link for this book.
A number of addition programming examples can be found in the documentation under
Further exercisescan be found on the Web page for this book.
acl2-tutorial.
All of these exercisesmay be done in :Program mode (seepage 189 in Appendix A).
Once you have learned to use the ACL2 theorem prover, you might do these exercises
again, this time while operating in : logic mode. In :logj.c mode, your definitions become
axioms-but you must first prove that each recursive definition terminates. It is also instructive to add guards (see guard) to the definitions introduced here and to verify that
your definitions respect your guards. We recommend that you not use :logic mode or add
guards to your definitions until you are prepared to interact with the theorem prover.
Rernark. We allow ourselves to refer to a formal parameter when we really intend to refer
to its value. For example, we may say "(f a) returns a* 1" rather than the more verbose:
"(f a) evaluates to t-r* 1, where u is the value of a (in the implicit environment)."

4.1

Non-RecursiveDefinitions

The following exercises are intended to be very simple. Their primary purpose is to get the
reader used to interacting with ACL2. Exercise 4.3 is used in a more interesting exercise
(4.8) that comes later.
Exercise 4.L Use the functions ntt- and reverse in order to define a function (frorn-end
n lst) that picks out the rrth element from the end of the giuen list Lst, us'ing zero-based
indering.
For example:
A C L 2! > ( n t h 4 ' ( a b c d e f ) )
E
ACL2 !>(fron-end 4' (a b c d e f))
B
ACL2 !>
key val a) that returns the result of "upExercise 4.2 Define a function (update-alist
Do not
key
fs associ,ated with the ualueval.
page
so
that
(see
25)
a
dati,ng" association li.st
use recurs'ion.
(update-alist
key2 val a)) should return (cons keyl
keyl
Note that (assoc-equal
val) if keyl equals key2, and otherwise should return the same value as (assoc-equaI
keyl a). Some examples follow.
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ACL2 !)(assoc-equal
(B
4)

'b

'((c

5)

(b

4)

(a

3)))

ACL2 !)(assoc-equal

'c

'((c

5)

(b

4)

(a

3)))

'b

L7 '((c

5)

(b

4)

(a

3))))

'b

17 '((c

5)

(b

. 4)

(a

. 3))))

(a

3)))

'((c

5)

(b

4)

(a

. 3))))

(c
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5)

ACL2 !>(assoc-equal'b
(update-alist
(B

17)
'c

ACL2 !>(assoc-equal

(update.-arist

(c

5)

ACL2 !)(assoc-equa1

'd

'((c

5)

(b

4)

NIL
ACL2 !)(assoc-equal

'd
(update-alist

'b

!7

NIL
ACL2 !>

Exercise 4.3 Defineafunction (next-k k) thatreturns3k+1rl'itspos'itiue'integeri'nput
k 'isan odd number,and otherw'isereturns kl2. (Hinf:. Erecute :Pe evenP in the ACL2
loop or seeevenp in the ACLZ documentat'ion.)

4.2

Sorne Recursive Definitions

Exercise 4.4 t\se the funct'ionmem(defined,on page 39) to define a function (no-dup1s-p
Lst) that returns t i,f the input li,stLst has no duplicate elements, and returns n:-l otherwise.
For example:
A C L 2! ) ( n o - d u p 1 s - p ' ( a b c a d ) )
NIL
A C L 2l > ( n o - d u p l s - p ' ( a b c d ) )
T
A C L 2! >
Exercise 4.5 Define a function (get-keys
the car of each pairin the g'iuenalist.

alist)

that returns the li,st obta'inedby taki'ng

For example:
A C L 2! > ( g e t - k e y s' ( ( c
(cBAC)
ACL2 !

5) (b . 4) (a

3) k

. 2)))

Exercise 4.6 Define a funct'ion (perm x y) that is true (returns t) for those true I'i,stsx
and y such that y can be obtained from x by rearcanging elements. (Hint: Use the function
memdefi,nedaboue on page 39. You may also need to define an auriliary function.)
For example:
ACL2 l>(pern

'(a

b c a)

'(b

a a c))

T
ACL2 !>(perm'(a

b c a)'(b

a a c b))

NIL
ACL2 !>(perm '(a
NIL
ACL2 !>

b c a)

'(a

b c))
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We need the following notion for the next exercise. A key k is said to be bound in arr
alist a if (assoc-equal k a) is not ni1 (or equivalently if it is a cons pair).
Exercise 4.7 Define (update-a1j.st-rec
key val alist)
to satisfy the spec'i,fication,i,n
Exercise f.2 aboue, but with the additional property that if key is bound in aLi-st, then
funct'ion get-keys (defined in Exercise 1.5) when applied to alist retur-ns the same thing
it returns when applied to (update-alist-rec
key val alist).
For example:
'b 17 '((c
!>(update-a1ist-rec
5) (b
5) (B
17) (A . 3))
'c LT '((c
!>(update-alist-rec
5) (b
17) (B
4) (A . 3))
'd 17 '((c
ACL2 !>(update-alist-rec
5) (b
((c . 5) (B . 4) (A . 3) (D . 17))
ACL2 !>(equal
(get-keys '((b
a) (a . 3)))
'a 17
(get-keys (update-a1ist-rec
ACL2
((c
ACL2
((c

'((b

a) (a . 3)))
a) (a . 3)))
a) (a . 3)))

4) (a . 3)))))

T
ACL2 !>
The following exercise is an open problem for : logic mode; it is not known if the
computation always terminates [42]. Hence, it is a goo-clidea to put :mode :progran in the
xargg of your defun; see also defun-mode.
k) th,atreturns the sequenceobtained,
Exercise 4.8 Define a function (next-k-iter-Iist
by iterating the function next-k, defined in Exercise /1.3, starting with input k and stopping uith the ualue 1. Also define a function (next-k-iter
k) that returns the nurnber of
'iterat'ions required to reach 1 us'ing next-k, without constrru,ctinga list. Can you state a
relat'ionship between these tuo functions?
For example:
ACL2 !>(nert-k-iter-1ist
11)
(11 34 L7 52 26 13 40 20 10 5 16 8 4 2 L)
ACL2 !>(next-k-iter 11)
14
Exercise 4.9 Define the function (next-k-nax-iterations
ualue of (next-k-iter
i) for 1 ( i S n.

n) that retunts the matimum

Consider the following examples. The last form may cause stack overflows in some systems
unless next-k-max-iterations
is compiled (see conpilation).
ACL2 !>(nert-k-iter
0
ACL2 !>(nert-k-iter

1)
2)

I

ACL2
7
ACL2
2
ACL2
7
ACL2
26L

!>(next-k-iter

3)

!>(next-h-iter

4)

!>(next-k-na:r-iterations

4)

!>(nert-k-max-iterations

10000)
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Exercise 4.lO The popular method of "cast'ing out n'ines" checksfor diuisibili,ty by 9 by
adding the digits of a posit'iue base-10integer to get a new number, 'iterat'inguntil the result
is a single di.git. The 'integer is di.uisi,bleby 9 eractly when the single di.git 'is 9. Define a
funct'ion that tests for diui,sibili,tyby 9 usi,ngthis algorithm. Hint: [/se floor and mod.
For example:
ACL2 !>(cast-out-nines 99998)
NIL
ACL2 !)(cast-out-nines 99999)
T
ACL2 ! >

4.3

Tail Recursion

Many Lisp compilers can compute more efficiently when a recursive function call returns
tail recursion may be necessary when the call
the value of the enclosing call. In fact, s;.tc}i^
for
example the following function.
stack otherwise grows too large. Consider
(defun zeros (n)
(if (zp n)
ni1
(cons o (zeros (1- n)))))
If we compile (using : comp zeros) and then attempt to call this function with input
10000, we get a stack overflow, illustrated as follows. (Here, the underlying Lisp is GCL.)
A C L 2! > ( 1 e n ( z e r o s 1 0 0 0 0 ) )
Error:
Fast

Value
links

Error

stack

are

on:

signalled

Broken

at

C0ND.

overflos.
(si::use-fast-links

nil)

do

for

debugging

by LP.
Type

:H for

llelP.

ACL2>>

We can define a tail recursiae function that avoids the above problem,
define a new version zerosl of zeros, as follows.
(defun zeros-tailrec
(if
(zp n)

and use it to

(n acc)

acc
(zeros-taj-1rec
(1- n)
(n)
(defun zerosl
(zeros-tailrec
n nil))

(cons 0 acc))))

We may now do the desired computation,
ACL2 !>(1en (zerosl 100000))
ISGC for 86 FIXNITUpages. . $Udots$
ISGC for 86 FIXNI]I{ pages. . $\ldots$
100000
ACL2 ! >

even with much larger inputs.

GC f inished]
GC finishedl

The SGCmessage is printed by GCL when it does a garbage collection. Your system may
not print these messages.
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Exercise 4.lL A defini,tion of the factori,al funct'ion, f act, is g'iuenaboue (page 16). Giue
an alternate defini,tion that uses ta'il recursion,
Exercise 4.L2 Giue tail recursiue definitions of the following functions:
o get-keys

(Erercise 1.5),

1 update-a1ist-rec
0 next-k-iter

(Ererci:ise
J.8), and

I next-k-max-iterati

4.4

Multiple

(Erercise 1.7),

on:s(Exerc'ise/r.I ).

Values and Sorting

Although there is no general connection between multiple values and sorting, the following
related exercises will take the reader through both of these concepts.
Exercise 4.I3 Define a functi,on (split-list
x) that returns two ualues: euery other
element of the list starting with the fi,rst, and euery other element of the list start'ing uith
the second.
For example:
A C L 2! > ( s p 1 i t - l i s t ' ( 3 6 2 I 2 8 7 3 / 2 ) )
((322 7) (6e8s/2))
ACL2 !>(nv-let

(odds evens)
'(3
(split-list
(append

6 2 I

2 B 7 3/2))

odds evens))

(32276983/2)
A C L 2! >
Exercise 4.L4 Def,ne a function (nerge2 x y) such that if x and y are true lists of rational
numbers (see rational-listp/
sorted, in non-decreas'ingorder, then (merge2 x. y) 'is a
permutat'ion (seeErercise 4.6) of (append x y) but with elements 'in non-decreas,ingorder.
For example:
A C L 2! > ( m e r g e 2' ( 2 2 3 7 ) ' G / 2 6 8 9 ) )
G/2 2 2 s6 7 As)
A C L 2! >
Exercise 4.15 Defi,ne a function (mergesort x) that returns a permutation of x, a true
list of rat'ional nurnbers, such that the result 'is sorted 'in non-decreasing order. [Jse the
funct'ions of the preced'ing two erercises.
For example:
A C L 2! > ( n e r g e s o r t ' ( 3 6 2 I 2 8 7 3 / 2 ) )
(3 /2 2 2 3 6 7 8 9 )
ACL2 ! >

Computer-Aided

4.5

Mutual

Reasoning:

Recursion

The following exercises use a simplified version of the ACL2 expression syntax to explore
For these exercises, let us define
mutual recursion. See page 38 and mutual-recursion
the class of basic termsto be the least class that includes all symbols, numbers, characters,
and strings, as well as all true lists containing a symbol (conceptually, a function) followed
by a list of basic terms.
Exercise 4.LG Define a functibn (ac12-basic-termp x) that recognizesbasic terms, as
defined,just aboue. That is, th'is funct'ion should retur"n t' if its i'nput is a bas'icterm, otherwise
to define a recognizerfor lists of basic
it should return ni1. Hint: [/se mutual-recursion
terms at the same t'ime.
Note that ACL2 syntax additionally allows quoted constants, e.g., (quote x) or equivalentlg ,x. Feel free to extend your functions appropriately to recognize a larger class of
ACL2 terms.
Exercise 4.L7 Defi,ne a function (acl2-sub new old x) which, for basic termsnew, oLd,
and,x, returns the result of replac,ingeach occurrenceof oLd'inx withneu.
For example:
A C L 2! ) ( a c l 2 - s u b ' ( f x ) ' ( g y ) ' ( h ( g x ) ( g y ) 1 7 ) )
(rr (c x) (F x) 17)
ACL2 ! >
Exercise 4.18 Wri,te an alternate recognizer for basic terms that takes a ti,st of legal func'
t,ion symbolsas a formal parameter and checks that euery Junction symbol used'in the term
,is a member of this list. Then defi,nea funct'i,on (acl2-value x a) that returns, for any
alist a and, basic term x with respectto function symbols+, t", and =, the aalue of x obtai'ned
by ass,igningsymbolstheir ualues from a. Exception: t and niL are the'ir own ualues, and
symbols not bound'i'n a are ass'ignedthe aalue 0.
For example:

!

t
I
i

ACL2 !)(ac12-value 22 nil)
22
'((x
ACL2 !>(ac12-value '(= 22 (+ r ( * y 3 ) ) )
T
'((x
ACL2 !)(ac12-va1ue '(= 22 (+ x ( * y 3 ) ) )
N]L
ACL2 !>

4.6

Arrays and Single-Threaded

1) (y . 7)))
3) (y

7)))

Objects

The exercises in this section are relatively advanced, and optional. The reader is referred
to the documentation on arrays and stobj, respectively, for information on arrays and
single-threaded objects.
Exercise 4.L9 Red,o Ererc'ise 1.9 usi,ng ACLZ anrays to store ualues o/ next-k-iter
'is
computed along the ua11, Th,e,technique of remembering intermeil'i,ate ualues called memoization. Use an array of length 100'000-
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Exercise 4.2O Red,o the aboue ererc'ise using ACLZ s'ingle-threadedobjects (see stoai)
'instead of arcays.
Exercise 4.2L Use an ,input of 50000 to compare the runn'ing times of your solutions to
Ererc'ises4.9, /+.12,1.19, and 1.20.
For example, in raw Lisp (running GCL) after compiling (see :cornP),we compute the
running time as follows.
ACL2>(tine (next-k-max-iterations-stobj 50000 st))
real time : 2.0O0 secs
run time : 1.690 secs
323
You should see a significant speed-up with arrays and stobjs.
Single-threaded objects are especially useful in defining "machine interpreters," functions
that model state machines. In these functions, states are represented as ACL2 objectsoften single-threaded objects-and state transitions are carried out on this object. We define
a simple stack machine on page 167, but that machine does not use single-threadedobjects.
A machine using a single-threaded object for its state is presented in the article by Greve,
Wilding, and Hardin in [22].

